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Noise-related resolution limit of dispersion
measurements with white-light interferometers
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This paper presents results of our detailed theoretical and experimental analysis of the relationship between
the spectral resolution and the noise in the group-delay dispersion (GDD) data measured by scanning white-
light interferometry. We demonstrate that the practically achievable spectral resolution is limited, because the
standard deviation of GDD is proportional to the third power of inverse spectral resolution, and for a specified
accuracy the required number of averages scales with the sixth power of inverse spectral resolution. The in-
fluence of experimental parameters such as spectral brightness, bandwidth of the light source, and detection
noise is examined in detail. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
recise knowledge of the group delay dispersion (GDD) of
ptical components plays a central role in the generation,
ropagation, and characterization of ultrashort laser
ulses.1 The GDD is the second derivative of the optical
hase delay with respect to the angular frequency �.
resence of GDD leads to temporal pulse broadening and
hirping; therefore the accuracy of GDD determination is
articularly critical for intracavity elements of passively
ode-locked lasers with pulse durations in the few-cycle

egime,2–4 for supercontinuum generation in fibers,5,6 and
ltrabroadband compression.7–13 The exact knowledge of
DD is also important for optical-pulse-characterization

echniques14–16 involving optical elements such as beam
plitters, lenses, and mirrors. Narrow-bandwidth reso-
ances of Gires–Tournois interferometers, as frequently
sed in soliton mode-locked lasers operating in the pico-
econd regime, are also the subject of dispersion charac-
erization. At the operation wavelength of vertical-
xternal-cavity, surface-emitting semiconductor
asers17,18 and semiconductor saturable absorber

irrors,19 narrowband phase oscillations might also oc-
ur, depending on the device design. Even for picosecond
asers, the dispersion effects can sometimes be important
nd may have to be measured. In general, dispersion
haracterization is a valuable tool for post-growth design
ontrol of dielectric or epitaxially grown multilayer de-
ices.

The standard way in which GDD is measured is via
hite-light interferometry. Here, the output of a broad-
and light source is fed into the interferometer, typically
f Michelson type. The device under test (DUT) is placed
n the sample arm, whereas the reference arm contains
ptics with known dispersion. The resulting interference
attern is monitored either with a photodiode (time-
omain sampling, spectrally integrated detection)20,21 or
sing spectral interferometry.22–26 The obvious advantage
f the spectrally integrated method is that the phase is
0740-3224/05/091868-7/$15.00 © 2
valuated simultaneously for all frequency components,
o even a light source with low-power spectral density can
e used. In comparison with the spectrally resolved detec-
ion, the spectrally integrated method does not require
onochromators, spectrometers, or detector arrays;

herefore there is no need in otherwise necessary calibra-
ion of these devices.27 Low equipment cost and the pos-
ibility of real-time alignment of tilt and zero delay moni-
oring make the temporal detection methods particularly
ttractive. The present paper is focused mostly on scan-
ing Michelson white-light interferometers with spec-
rally integrated temporal detection and Fourier trans-
orm analysis. The results of this research can be adopted
or spectrally resolved interferometry (some comments on
pectrally resolved interferometry are given in Section 6);
owever, a detailed comparison between spectrally re-
olved and spectrally integrated detection methods goes
eyond the scope of this paper.
Spectral resolution, the accuracy of GDD determina-

ion, and the measurement time are the key parameters
f every dispersion measurement. As with any Fourier
pectrometer, the spectral resolution is determined by the
nverse of the total scanning range (or time delay) over
hich data are recorded. The data are affected by noise

rom the light source and from detection electronics, caus-
ng a random inaccuracy in the measured GDD; this in-
ccuracy can be reduced by properly averaging the results
f repeated measurements. By increasing the scanning
ange, one can achieve a better wavelength resolution,
ut at the same time this strongly increases the sensitiv-
ty to noise, as we will show below. Therefore, for a certain
equired accuracy of the GDD measurement, the required
easurement time critically depends on the spectral reso-

ution.
Depending on the specific application, the require-
ents of dispersion measurements may vary. For ex-

mple, GDD measurements of optics employed in few-
ycle pulse generation or characterization must be
005 Optical Society of America
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erformed with an accuracy of a few fs2 or better over sev-
ral hundred nanometers of optical bandwidth, with a
avelength resolution of typically a few nanometers. In

his paper we describe an experimental setup for reliable
nd accurate determination of GDD values in this regime
nd discuss the relation between spectral resolution and
recision of GDD measurement. We present analytical
alculations as well as experimental data, which confirm
ur analytical results quantitatively. Section 6 also ad-
resses the impact of the spectral power density and the
andwidth of the light source.

. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
o simplify the alignment procedure, we constructed a
ber-coupled, collinear setup with two light sources, as
hown in Fig. 1. For measurements around 1550 nm we
se the amplified spontaneous emission of a fiber-coupled
emiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with a 50 nm
WHM broad Gaussian spectrum and a maximum spec-
ral power density of 3 �W/nm. Sinusoidal movements of
he reference mirror with a frequency of approximately 9
z are achieved with a home-built shaking system. The

ravel distances of the reference arm were approximately
30, 210, and 300 �m, depending on the spectral resolu-
ion (9.1, 5.8, and 4.0 nm). The interferometric trace is de-
ected with an InGaAs photodiode (Thorlabs PDA400, 700
Hz, 75 � 103 V/A) and recorded with a fast oscilloscope
LeCroy WavePro 7000, 9.5 bit vertical resolution,
00 MSamples/s). An accurate determination of the time-
ependent delay position is obtained from an interfero-

ig. 1. Scanning Michelson interferometer using a fiber-coupled
hite-light source with the peak spectral brightness at 1550 nm.
1, M2, and M3 are silver mirrors; SOA
semiconductor optical amplifier (50 nm FWHM, 3 �W/nm); L
lens; P=polarizer; BS=nonpolarizing beam splitter; PD1
silicon photodiode; PD2=InGaAs photodiode; DM
dichroic mirror.
ram of a 632.8 nm He–Ne laser recorded with a separate
i photodiode (Thorlabs PDA55). From the He–Ne trace
t the oscilloscope, we extract the actual delay of each
ample point and interpolate the signal interferogram us-
ng 16 384 points evenly spaced in position delay. Since
oth interferograms are recorded simultaneously, the in-
uence of mechanical vibrations of optical components up
o several 10 kHz can be eliminated. We use a tapered di-
hroic fiber splitter (Fiber Resources) to combine both
eams at the input port of the free-space interferometer.
he high update rate of �3 Hz and the visible He–Ne
eam simplify the tilt and zero-delay adjustment of the
eek infrared white-light beam. Both beams are sepa-

ated by a dichroic mirror after the interferometer. Owing
o the different spectral sensitivities of the Si and InGaAs
hotodiodes, no crosstalk in the recording of the two in-
erferograms can occur.

. ALGORITHM FOR RETRIEVING THE
ISPERSION
et us consider a white-light source with the spectral
ower density S��� and (unknown and random)
requency-dependent phase �wl��� illuminating a Michel-
on interferometer, whose arms are of nearly equal length
1 and z2. The arm length difference is �z= �z2−z1�. For
implicity we assumed that the beam splitter has a
requency-independent reflectivity and introduces no
hase changes. The DUT is inserted into the sample arm,
or instance as a folding mirror for GDD measurements of
ptics used under a certain angle, or as a retroreflector for
ormal incidence measurements. The amplitude of the
lectric field emitted by the source at the entrance of the
nterferometer �z=0� can be written as

E�t� ��
−�

+�

�S���exp�i�t + i�wl����d�. �1�

Assuming a linear propagation regime, the time-
arying contributions to the detected electric field from
ach arm of the interferometer are given by

E1�z1,t� ��
−�

+�

�S���rref���exp�i�	t −
z1

c

 + i�wl����d�,

�2�

E2�z2,t� ��
−�

+�

�S���rsa���exp�i�	t −
z2

c

 + i�wl����d�,

�3�

here rref��� and rsa��� are the frequency-dependent com-
lex amplitude reflectivity of the reference arm and the
ample arm, respectively.

The intensity of the output field detected by a photodi-
de is proportional to the squared modulus of the sum of
he reference and sample fields at the output:

I��z� � �E1�z1,t�2 + E2�z2,t�2 + E1
*�z1,t�E2�z2,t�

+ E1�z1,t�E2
*�z2,t��, �4�

here angle brackets correspond to temporal averaging.
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The terms independent of the position delay �z [i.e.,
he first and second terms in Eq. (4)] do not contain any
hase information about the sample, but they do contrib-
te to the total noise level. The interference effect be-
ween the two fields is described by the last two terms in
q. (4):

Iint��z� � �Re�E1
*�z1�E2�z2���. �5�

aking into account the frequency � correlation

�exp�i�1t − i�2t�� = ���1 − �2�, �6�

he interference term of Eq. (5) can be expressed as

Iint��z� � Re��
−�

+�

S���rref
* ���rsa���exp	i

�

c
�z
d��

= Re��
−�

+�

S���rrefrsaexp�i�sa���

− i�ref����exp	i
�

c
�z
d�� , �7�

here �sa��� and �ref��� are the phase changes in the
ample and the reference arm, respectively. As it can be
een from Eq. (7), the initial phase of the white light �wl
oes not influence the interferogram; therefore any phase
hanges before and after the interferometer arms do not
nfluence the measured dispersion. The interferometric
race is sensitive only to the relative phase change be-
ween the arms and is determined by the complex reflec-
ivity rref��� and rsa���.

Fourier transforming the time-domain signal into the
requency domain

Iint	�

c

 = FT�Iint��z��, �8�

here FT stands for Fourier transform, we extract the
hase ���� from the complex spectrum Iint�� /c� which
onsists of

���� = �sa��� − �ref��� = �DUT��� + �sa,balance��� − �ref���,

�9�

here �DUT��� is the phase shift due to the DUT and
sa,balance��� corresponds to additional dispersion of the
ample arm, e.g., from additional folding mirrors. To ob-
ain �DUT���, a calibration measurement without the
UT inserted into the sample arm is required. Note that
��� has a meaningful value only where the spectral
ower density is sufficiently large.
We define a frequency dependent D2��� as the second-

rder dispersion (GDD), which can be evaluated by nu-
erical differentiation of the Fourier phase with respect

o � (here and later the square brackets refer to the val-
es of discrete FT sampling frequencies with the spacing
�):

D2��� =
��� + ��� − 2���� + ��� − ���

��2 . �10�

Each D2 value is affected by noise of the retrieved �
alues. We emphasize that noise reduction should not be
chieved by data smoothing of the spectral phase, since
his would reduce the wavelength resolution of the mea-
urement. Also, one should not average subsequently re-
orded interferograms, because this procedure would be
ensitive to interferometer drifts. Instead, one should use
veraging of the unwrapped phase ���� or the D2 values
btained from multiple data traces, subsequently taken
nder identical conditions, even though this requires mul-
iple Fourier transforms. Note that the averaging of origi-
al (wrapped) phases obtained from the FT leads to the
trong artificial oscillations of D2 at the wrapping point.
veraging the unwrapped phase requires the phase noise
����
�; this condition identifies the spectral region
ith the meaningful values of measured GDD.
Application of fast Fourier transform algorithms re-

uires equidistantly spaced data. However, even with a
ather precise translation stage, this cannot be accom-
lished directly. We therefore simultaneously record in
quidistant time intervals both the white-light interfer-
nce signal and the signal obtained with the above-
entioned He–Ne laser. In this way, the data points are

ampled at nonequidistant positions. The exact positions
re obtained with a common phase-retrieval algorithm28

rom the He–Ne trace. Subsequently, the data points are
nterpolated for equidistant positions. This procedure has
wo important advantages over triggered sampling only
t zero crossings of the ac-coupled He–Ne beat; mechani-
al noise can be eliminated up to several tens of kilohertz
even if significant amplitude noise on the He–Ne beat is
resent), and we can apply oversampling in the time do-
ain to avoid aliasing of spectral components with

horter wavelengths than the reference laser (633 nm).
he latter is particularly important for performing the
ispersion measurements in the visible and near-IR re-
imes (for example, near 800 nm) with the single-mode
eference laser in IR (for example, 1.5 �m distributed-
eedback laser).

. IMPACT OF NOISE
o preserve the highest possible spectral resolution of
DD, we calculate the second derivative of the phase ����
ccording to Eq. (10), where the spectral resolution ��
spacing in frequency interval) is given by the inverse
canning length.

If the phase values are subject to uncorrelated Gauss-
an noise with variance 	�

2, the GDD variance 	D2
2 can be

ound as

	D2
2 ��� = � dD2���

d���� + ����
	��� + ����2

+ � dD2���

d������
	�����2

+ � dD2���

d���� − ����
	��� − ����2

=
6	�

2���

��4 . �11�

The spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interfero-
ram can be described with a complex mean amplitude
��� and a complex noise variance 	s̃

2���. For weak noise
istributed evenly over both quadrature components, the
mplitude noise variance 	2��� is given by
a
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	a
2���d� =

1

2
	s̃

2���d� �12�

nd the phase noise variance 	�
2��� by

	�
2���d� =

1

2
arctan�	s̃

2���d�

s̃2���
� �

	s̃
2���d�

2s̃2���
. �13�

Now we have to clarify how the power-noise variance 	s
2

n the time domain relates to the complex noise variance

s̃
2 in the spectral domain. If the sampling rate is well be-

ow the inverse noise bandwidth, the Parseval theorem
an be applied. With the number of sampling points p, the
otal measurement bandwidth is p��, and therefore the
ower noise variance in the spectral domain is

	s̃
2��� =

�2��2	s
2�t�

p����2 . �14�

We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the time
omain as

SNR = Smax
2 /	s

2, �15�

here

Smax �
1

2�
� s̃���d� =

1

2�
� I���d� �16�

stimates the maximum amplitude of the cross-
orrelation envelope (see Fig. 2) and I��� is the spectral
ower density. These estimates are rather accurate when
he amount of dispersion to be measured is relatively
mall, so the shape of the cross-correlation envelope re-
ains almost unchanged as compared to an empty zero-

ispersion measurement.
By combining these results, we finally obtain for the

tandard deviation 	D2 of the measured GDD data

	D2��� = �3�� I���d��2

I2���

1

SNR pM����6�
1/2

, �17�

here we have introduced the factor M in the dominator,
hich takes into account the averaging of M data traces.

ig. 2. Measured interferogram for a Gaussian source spectrum
nd low dispersion. The noise floor can be determined from the
uter parts of the trace (see inset).
For some spectral shapes, Eq. (17) can be simplified
urther. For example, using a normalized source spectrum
n��� in case of a Gaussian spectral shape with a FWHM
�, the standard deviation is given by

	D2��� = � 3�

4 ln �2�

1

In
2���

��2

SNR pM����6�1/2

, �18�

nd for a flat-top normalized spectrum with a width ��

	D2��� = � 3

In
2���

��2

SNR pM����6�1/2

. �19�

As a key result, we find that for a fixed number of data
oints p and number of averages M, the standard devia-
ion of GDD �	D2� is proportional to the third power of the
nverse spectral resolution. As a consequence, the noise
evel rises rapidly with improved resolution. To maintain

certain accuracy of GDD determination, one has to
trongly increase the number of averages, if the param-
ters of light source and detection cannot be improved.
his shows that a practical limit of achievable spectral
esolution in spectrally integrated time-domain white-
ight interferometry is set by the detection noise and can
ardly be pushed by improving the electronics or increas-

ng the measurement time.

. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
sing the setup and the algorithm described above, we
easured the wavelength-dependent GDD of a multilayer
UT (see Fig. 3). We obtained the GDD values �D2� and

ts standard deviation 	D2 from M individual scans. The
est estimate for D2 is the average of M individual num-
ers, whereas the standard deviation 	D2 is calculated as
he square root of the sum of the squared deviations from
he average, divided by the square root of M�M−1�. Fig-
re 4 shows experimental results for a constant number
f averaged traces but two different wavelength resolu-
ions of 9.1 and 4.0 nm. The large difference in the stan-
ard deviations for the GDD is consistent with our predic-
ions [see Eq. (18)].

ig. 3. Optical power density OPD (right axis) and GDD (left
xis) of DUT, measured with three different resolutions (9.1, 5.8,
nd 4.0 nm) and corresponding number of averages (150, 2 313,
nd 22 048), scaled with the sixth power of the spectral resolu-
ion for equal standard deviations of all measurements.
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Figure 3 shows the normalized spectrum of the white
ight and experimentally obtained values of D2 versus
avelength, measured for three different resolutions (4.0,
.8, and 9.1 nm). In this case we have chosen different
umbers of averages (22 048, 2 313, and 150), scaled with
he sixth power of the inverse spectral resolution, so that
he theory predicts equal standard deviations for all mea-
urements.

Figure 5 shows an experimentally obtained standard

ig. 4. Standard deviation of measured GDD �	D2� versus wave-
ength for a fixed number of averaged traces and two different
avelength resolutions.

ig. 5. Experimentally obtained standard deviation of GDD
	D2� measured with 4.0, 5.8, and 9.1 nm resolution and corre-
ponding number of averages (22 048, 2 313, and 150).

ig. 6. Standard deviation of GDD �	D2�. Filled circles, experi-
entally measured with 5.8 nm resolution and 2 313 averages;

rossed circles, theoretically calculated value without noise cor-
ection; open circles, theoretically calculated value with correc-
ion for residual noise correlations.
eviation of GDD �	D2� versus wavelength for the same
hree different resolutions and the number of averages as
n Fig. 3. Theoretically expected standard deviations, as
alculated from Eq. (18), and an experimentally measured
alue for 5.8 nm resolution and 2 313 averages are shown
n Fig. 6. First, the data confirmed that the standard de-
iation of GDD �	D2� indeed scales with the third power of
he inverse spectral resolution [compare with Eq. (18)], as
he obtained standard deviations for the different resolu-
ions are very similar, when the number of averages M is
dopted according to Eq. (18). Second, even without pre-
ise knowledge of the spectral shape (noise with flat spec-
ral distribution was assumed) the absolute values are in
easonable agreement with the theoretical expectation
see the curve “Theory without noise correction” on Fig.
).
In order to estimate SNR in the time domain [see Eq.

15)], we extracted the amplitude Smax of the cross-
orrelation envelope (Fig. 2) from the recorded white-light
nterferograms. The noise level in the time domain can be
stimated from the standard deviation 	s of data points in
he wings of the interferogram (large �z) where the inter-
erence signal is much lower than the noise floor (see Fig.
). Indeed, we found the same noise level on data traces
ecorded with the white-light source switched off.

So far we have assumed uncorrelated noise in different
ample points of the interferograms, which led to white
frequency-independent) noise in the spectral phase. In-
eed, the Fourier transform of data traces with the white-
ight source switched off (or with the arbitrary long offset
n the arm length) displays a rather flat spectrum, how-
ver, the noise power increases slightly toward lower fre-
uencies, apparently owing to low-frequency electronic
oise. The resulting noise in the region of the optical spec-
ra turned out to be about 1.3 times higher than the noise
veraged over the whole Fourier-transformed traces.
herefore, using Eq. (18), we underestimated the relevant
oise spectral density, which eventually lowered the cal-
ulated GDD variances. Using the actual spectral noise
ensity at the interference frequencies, i.e., 1.3 times the
verage noise power density, we evaluated the actual
NR and found excellent agreement between experimen-
al measurements and the theory, as shown on the Fig. 6
urve “Theory with noise correction.”

. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
e have theoretically calculated and experimentally con-

rmed the effect of noise on dispersion measurements
ith scanning FT white-light interferometers. The key re-

ult is that the precision of GDD determination 	D2 scales
ith the third power of the inverse spectral resolution for
given measurement time and a number of interpolation

oints, and the measurement time for a given accuracy
D2 scales with the sixth power of the inverse spectral
esolution. As a consequence, a fine spectral resolution is
ery hard to achieve together with a high GDD precision.
or example, when a dispersion measurement with 10 nm
esolution takes 1 min and the same noise level is to be
chieved in a measurement with 1 nm resolution by in-
reasing the number of averaged data traces (with other-
ise unchanged conditions), this 1 nm measurement will

ake two years.
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According to Eq. (17), an increase in the number of
ampling (interpolation) points p reduces the noise of
easured GDD spectra. However, the available sampling
emory and computation time set an upper limit for the

umber of interpolation points.
One may also use multiple passes on the DUT to im-

rove the accuracy, but obviously this method has a lim-
ted scope.

Another way to achieve the required improvement of
he SNR is to use a white-light source with higher spec-
ral brightness [i.e., 	D2����In���−1, according to Eqs.
18) and (19)]. As long as the detection noise is limited by,
.g., the photodetection electronics, but not the digital
ampling electronics, the absolute noise level can be con-
idered to be independent of the power level of the source.
n that case, doubling the spectral brightness will reduce
he standard deviation of the GDD �	D2� by a factor of 2.
n this regime, the bandwidth of the white-light source is
ot important for the achieved accuracy; doubling the
pectral bandwidth �� (for a constant spectral bright-
ess) will double the peak value (signal) of the interfero-
rams [see Eq. (15)], but the resulting improvement of the
NR is exactly canceled by the term with ����2 in the nu-
erator [see Eqs. (18) and (19)]. In other words, the noise

n the measured spectral phase for one optical frequency
s not affected by power at other frequencies. Measure-

ents based on tungsten bulbs as white-light sources
sually operate in this regime.
A different regime is reached once the peak signal of

he interferograms gets so high that the noise is limited
y the resolution of the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
n that case, the noise level rises together with the in-
reased signal level, if either the spectral brightness or
he bandwidth of the light source is increased. This
eans that a further increase of spectral brightness does

ot help, whereas an increase of bandwidth is even detri-
ental, as it increases the peak signal and thus forces

ne to measure in a regime with higher noise level. This
egime can be reached when a bright white-light source
uch as, e.g., an SOA, a superluminescent light-emitting
iode (SLED), or a broadband laser is used. To overcome
he resolution limit imposed by the A/D converters, one
an perform highly accurate dispersion evaluation by
ombining measurements with reduced bandwidth and
ifferent optical center frequencies (using a tunable light
ource or some filters). For example, by reducing the op-
ical bandwidth per measurement by a factor of 10, one
ould reach a certain noise level with 100 times fewer av-
raged traces per measurement, i.e., with one tenth of the
otal measurement time. Similarly, spectrally resolved de-
ection may in this case provide a better noise perfor-
ance than the spectrally integrated method.
The measurement precision can also depend on the
agnitude of the measured GDD, depending on what lim-

ts the noise. Obviously, the maximum amplitude of the
ross-correlation envelope �Smax� gets smaller for larger
DD values. Smaller Smax allows for stronger signal am-
lification. If one is limited by the digitizing noise, the re-
orded noise level is not affected by the amplification.
onsequently, the GDD uncertainty may decrease with
n increasing amount of GDD to be measured. However, if
igitizing noise is not a limiting factor, the measurement
recision does not depend on the amount of GDD.
Finally, we have so far disregarded noise from the

hite-light source itself. This should usually be a valid
pproximation, particularly for low-brightness sources
uch as bulbs and even for high-brightness sources such
s SLEDs, but not necessarily for broadband lasers,
hich can have significant intensity noise. In this situa-

ion, a more detailed investigation of the relevant noise
ontributions is necessary.

Note that spectral interferometry also exhibits an in-
rease of required measurement time with tightened de-
ands on wavelength resolution, although in detail the

imitations are different, and there are additional prob-
ems related to these techniques,27 such as, e.g., linearity
f wavelength calibration, evaluation of the delay time in
onnection with the SNR, determination of the spectrom-
ter response function, pixelation errors of the detector,
ltering, spatial problems, calibration error related to
elay-dependent error in the retrieved phase, etc. There-
ore spectrally integrated interferometry, as discussed in
his paper, may often be preferred over the more sophis-
icated spectrally resolved techniques.
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